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Welcome to a major inflection point in the as-yet infant life of the Denver Journal of Education and
Community. For the past two years, we’ve been working hard to discover our collective identity--not
an easy task in an information-saturated society in which “traditional” media platforms remain anemic
due to chronic disinvestment and the outcomes of at-your-service media platforms. From our start,
it’s been important to us to hold on to a few core values, such as community-sourced content; looking
closely at and around education; maintaining focus on people groups that may be excluded from much
of education decision-making; and getting better with time.
These values, and a few others, remain central to our work, and you’ll see these values evident here. These values also are
the reason that we’re next going to be hard at work making the transition to toddlerhood (if that’s the word for it).
The nature of transitions is central to the content of this issue, as well. You’ll get a sense for the nature of transitioning as
you engage with Chief Writer Allan Tellis’ exploration of the tensions and challenges that urban design and city planning
have for families whose children have lessing access to play areas, must travel increasingly lengthy and complex journeys to
reach school each day, and who wrestle with the concept of public safety in their communities. Community Editor James
W. Roy, II makes the compelling argument, based on his own experiences growing up in Denver, that a sense of safety is
subjective, and that the unique nature of growing up in an urban environment will likely have an array of consequences for
children that distinguish their understandings of safety from that of their peers.
While some things have changed, it seems, in our constantly growing, and thus transitioning, metro area, some things
remain about the same. The contributions of students from Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Early College (DMLK) (we
appreciate you Ceirra and Angel), scholars from CU Denver (with gratitude Dr. Makarewicz, Ryanne, and Marisa) and a
local housing expert (big thanks, Jonathan) add even more depth to this issue, demonstrating that there are long-standing
patterns of residential development, school placement, and a varied set of interests that continue to predict how topics of
housing justice and environmental justice must remain in our view if we are interested in public education.
And interested in public education we remain. As this is the final issue of the first iteration or form of DJEC, what’s ahead
is quite promising, and we hope to maintain your attention so that you can make the move with us. Pretty soon, we’ll be
sharing an updated structure for the Denver Journal of Education and Community, one that involves a community-based
data hub supporting families to better understand schools in the region, and more frequent publication cycle (we’re going
monthly), a subscription model (for quarterly issues), and new structure for community-based education research in the
region.
For sure, transitions can be difficult. Life is full of them. While sometimes, we cannot predict when a transition is upon us,
at other times, we can anticipate and even cause transition. We’re experiencing the latter, and are excited about what this
will mean for us--and for you.
Thanks for reading.
More soon.
Antwan
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PLACE MATTERS
By | Allan Tellis, Chief Writer, Denver

“I think it’s more about the inequity of like resources and about what that means for people because it was
very, what I did was very different than what any other person in like an affluent neighborhood would do
on, like, a regular Tuesday afternoon, you know.”

Knowing where someone lives in the metro area
can tell you a lot about the type of resources they
have access to. According to community members,
their residential context has a significant impact
on how they interact with the city and the places
that are readily accessible for them. For many, the
current allocation of resources, and the opportunities
they may bring, seems unequitable as it appears to
reinforce existing disparities along familiar lines like
class and race. Marginalized populations tend to
occupy under-resourced areas of the city, creating
additional difficulties for accessing things like desired
educational opportunities, recreational activities,
quality food and safe environments. Community
members suggested it would be best if anyone,
regardless of where they live, had just as much of a
chance as anyone else to obtain what they need to
live in their neighborhood, but currently, that is just
not the case. As community members talked amongst
each other, it became clear that some residents had
significantly different understandings of what could
be expected to be available in their neighborhood
|
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based upon their residential experiences. Those in
under-resourced neighborhoods were burdened
with choosing between significantly sacrificing
time and energy to obtain resources in other parts
of the city or working with what’s immediately
around them; while others had everything they
needed nearby. In many ways, it appears that
location dictates opportunities, and in the eyes of
many community members, it seems that no one
cares to change this arrangement. Many families,
especially those who don’t have what they need
nearby, have to determine what they have to do
and where they have to go to get what they need.
Critical Decisions
“I think that transportation and schools
are definitely a trade off.”
Needs a broader introduction--something that
indicates that for metro-area families, location/place
is important, something that makes or breaks whether
|
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people have what they need.
And, in this particular look at connections to
social equity in the region, place also matters….
(and that there are not many surprises here, but
it is clear that change needs to happen and this is
something that we should work to understand.

|

for the intervention of one teacher purchasing their
bus tickets, they are unsure of how they would
have gotten through their high school graduation.

As they try to prepare for their future, students
are often forced to draw the line between what
is reasonable and what is untenable in terms of
In order to obtain needed resources and opportunities, accessing resources outside of their neighborhood.
many families have to look to neighborhoods
Students have to anticipate that the benefits of
other than their own. Families and students often
attending a school across the city from where
believe they will be in better positions in the
they live will in the end be worth waking up
future if they find their way to opportunities that
before dawn and possibly returning late at night.
can be found in well resourced neighborhoods.
Deciding where to pursue opportunities such as
Structural Impediments
education and recreation are critical as some of
these choices can have profound impacts on life
“I think it’s more about the inequity of like resources
outcomes. For many, receiving a quality education,
and about what that means for people because it was
or enjoying safe and fulfilling recreational activities
very, what I did was very different than what any
require a commitment to traveling long distances.
other person in like an affluent neighborhood would
Seeking better options forces families to balance
do on, like, a regular Tuesday afternoon, you know.”
the difficulty of navigating demands on time and
energy against the consequences of not having their
Even when families chose to pursue opportunities
child attend the best available school or hanging
in other neighborhoods, oftentimes they have to
out, oftentimes unsupervised, in unsafe areas.
overcome significant hurdles in getting across the
city. One consistent problem is the inconsistency of
Community members are aware that simply using
the public buses. They arrive late, leave early, and
what is in close proximity to them may not be
sometimes never appear with little explanation.
in their best interest. Given the potential long
One student who had to learn to navigate the
term benefits of pursuing better opportunities,
public transportation system from both her
people are willing to make great sacrifices in order
mother and father’s homes noted that even light
to make them a possibility. As one student
rails have gotten worse over time in terms of
noted “people don’t get good resources, just
reliability. Not only have students’ experienced
because of like, where, where they are. And it’s
unreliable public transportation, some have said
just sad to me that like, people feel the need not
they did not feel safe riding the bus and train.
will they kind of have to, like travel so far, just
to get like a decent education, especially at like
Common life occurrences like moving can also
the K through 12 level, especially because that’s
dramatically alter students’ experiences of getting to
like the foundation of like a successful career.”
school. One student explained their experience this
way, “I was going to Harrington [a DPS elementary
Schools and school districts aren’t always well
school in the Clayton neighborhood]. That was
equipped to help students find their way to the best
my neighborhood school, like right across the
educational opportunities either. Trying to access
street. And then things happen in life. We ended
resources in other neighborhoods comes with its fair
up moving kind of closer to downtown. Now I
share of hurdles. For example, one student shared
was going to a charter school way in Edison [a
that their mom wanted them to go to a middle
DPS elementary school in Denver’s west side, the
school outside of their neighborhood but incurred
West Highlands neighborhood]. I was commuting
great difficulties due to an unreliable bus schedule.
three buses every day to go to Edison.”
As another student noted, family struggles such as
housing and economic insecurity disrupted their
The frequency and reliability of transportation are
education to the point that they were unsure they
paramount as families have to cover a tremendous
would be able to finish high school. Had it not been
amount of distance. For instance, in their middle
|
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school years, one student had to travel an hour
and a half to get to school and two to get back. As
one former DPS student noted “I grew up on West
Colfax. So going to elementary school, I could walk
there, going to part of middle school, I could walk
home, there’s a little bit further but, I could still
walk. Then I transferred to another Middle School
where I had to take the public school bus. So I had to
wake up similar to Carlos, like 5:30 or six, something
like that, to catch that. And then after school was
done, I’d have to pretty much go home right away
to catch the bus so that I wouldn’t be left behind.”

|

Many of the spaces available in some community
members’ neighborhoods are not accessible
due to how unsafe they are. One student grew
up being homeless at times and noted that the
parks near her were not a safe place to be. As
she put it, “there was a playground but it wasn’t
probably the safest spot to be at. And so I didn’t
necessarily go there.” In contrast, residents in
more affluent areas are able to comfortably access
comparable spaces without many concerns. As
another student noted, “ I was very fortunate to
grow up in, like, an affluent neighborhood. Um, so
I’ve had a very different experience. I also have a
neighborhood park where, you know, my parents
would take me for recreation.” Several students
noted that they grew up in apartment areas and
the most accessible area for recreation was located
in the actual apartment complex. Without access
to many amenities, people said they were often
not able to develop skills in leisure activities like
swimming and sports. Parents also noted that there
have been recent upticks in violence, particularly
youth violence, which has made their neighborhoods
feel less physically safe. Even without physical
violence parents noted that their neighborhoods
don’t feel financially safe. With escalating
rent prices and the pressures of gentrification,
parents feel that many of the residents in the
neighborhood are not in financially solid positions.

Luckily, public transportation options have become
increasingly accessible. One community member
noted that students now can have free bus passes
if they have a My Denver Card1 . Also new
transportation innovations such as electric scooters
have increased options and students now have
the ability to ‘lime’ home. Unfortunately, public
transportation options do not always provide a safe
environment. As one student put it, “it just reminded
me of, like, the times I would take the bus and it
was very, it was a very different experience. Because
it’s very, like, in my community, it was like, quite
dangerous. Honestly, it was because there was just
so much happening. And I think so many people
were just like, okay, with like, the way things like
were just like the way people acted and stuff. And so
people just, like, ignored each other, but there was
like, there was just no sense of security while you
were on, like riding the transportation and stuff.”

“Especially with how segregated Denver is
as a whole not just racially but also finically

As of this printing, it is not clear whether the MY Denver Card has been extended beyond its December 31, 2021
expiration date. DJEC recognizes that an end to this program will produce additional inequities for families.
1
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there’s so many different factors that lead
into the circumstance of transportation.”

quality education. For many, that seems unfair and
unjustifiable. “My neighborhood school is not the
best but why isn’t it the best? You should be able
to just go to your neighborhood school and get a
good education and how come we can’t do that?”

To many, the resources in the metro area appear
to be allocated not by need or density, but by
affluence and social status. One student noted that
the options provided in his neighborhood force
him and his friends to travel just to find healthy
dining options. As they put it, “growing up,
when we wanted to do something like go out to
eat or anything, all of the really like cheap options.
And like, obviously, the the unhealthier ones were
just like the more common ones and fast food
places would be nearby well, um, anything that was
different, like any, any, like, restaurant chain that was
like a little smaller or just, you know, cost a little
more, it was just further.” At times, the resources
available are operated at inconvenient times, meaning
some students do even have the opportunity to
utilize services like their local recreation center.
Since the pandemic, one community member
noted, resources are now particularly scarce
and difficult to locate in low-income areas.
Accessible Resources
Given the difficulty some residents have locating
resources in their neighborhood, one community
member suggested that resources should be located
more equitably. As one community member
noted, “But you know, obviously in such a dense
area, like Aurora it’s, it’s very much like resources
should be located just as densely as the population
and especially when people don’t have as much
access to transportation.” Another suggested it
should be reasonable for residents to expect to
receive a quality education in their neighborhood.
Residential context pressurizes the experience
of obtaining education and resources for families
living in less equipped parts of the metro area.
For these families, they are faced with pivotal
decisions about how to navigate complex systems
including transportation and education just to
name a few. Unfortunately, even after identifying
where the best opportunities are located, they
face significant hurdles in utilizing them. It seems
that for some residents, sacrificing time and energy
is a necessity if they want their children to get a

|
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from a scholar perspective
By | Carrie Makarewicz, Marisa Westbrook, and Ryanne Ototivo

Revised 1/15/2022

“Time poverty can have significant impacts on students and their parents. Students lack time for
extracurricular activities, homework, and adequate sleep, making it difficult to participate in their classes.”
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Time is one of the most important resources we have.
When families have nearby or accessible resources, they
save time and money. Unfortunately, families in under-resourced neighborhoods experience the converse: long, expensive, tiresome, stressful, and even unsafe trips to all their
destinations. This daily travel burden, coupled with the
inability to pay for other people’s time, and the significant
time required to coordinate more distant and time-consuming travel to common places, e.g., parks, schools, grocers, personal services, and friends, creates “time poverty”.
Time poverty can have significant impacts on students
and their parents. Students lack time for extracurricular
activities, homework, and adequate sleep, making it difficult
to participate in their classes. Parents might reduce work
hours to take their kids to schools in other neighborhoods,
or conversely, they may increase work hours to afford the
extra transportation costs. Both options reduce a parent’s
time, money, or energy for other important activities. In
Makarewicz’s study of 70 families in Oakland, CA1, she
found that parents with a plethora of nearby resources
and well-resourced schools had more time to care for their
children, involve their children in extra activities, and engage in their children’s learning. Parents in lower resourced
neighborhoods had less time for their own health and
well-being, educational activities with their kids, and events
at their children’s schools. It is these types of location-related disparities that contribute to the higher levels of
“supplementary education” that children in higher income
families and neighborhoods often receive.
Numerous studies have documented that external influ-

|

ences explain two-thirds of the income-based student
“achievement gap”, and that supplemental activities are the
bulk of these external resources.
At least a century of research has documented these
education gaps, and many other consequences for the residents of under-resourced communities. Businesses disregard
these communities as unsuitable or unprofitable locations,
landlords frequently let their buildings deteriorate, and
public agencies have placed destructive and toxic facilities
in them, while sometimes cutting or neglecting other
public services, such as schools, recreation centers, parks,
and transit service. These market and public sector
decisions cause and exacerbate health problems and limit
opportunities for greater well-being and social mobility.
But the location and quality of essential public goods and
services, such as public schools, should not be determined
by market-oriented or strict budgetary decisions that use
narrow definitions of costs and benefits. Our societal
commitments to equity, equality, and fair treatment
demand that all communities have well-resourced and
high-quality public goods and services. Unfortunately,
many of our public goods have become victims of policies
that force them to compete, cover their costs, or self-fund
“extras” through fundraisers, higher fees, and other non-tax
revenues. Further, policies are too often made in isolation,
focusing on one facet of the public good, like school choice,
without supplying the supports required to make it
successful, such as transportation.

Makarewicz, C. (2018). Supporting Parent Engagement in Children’s Learning through Neighborhood Development and
Improvements to Accessibility. Journal of Planning Education and Research. https://doi.org/10.1177/0739456X18804036
1
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For all students to learn and develop, they and their parents
need convenient, affordable, or free transportation options
throughout the day, a sufficient number of schools that meet
their needs, including the school in their community, and
other nearby activities, goods, and services. At the same time,
public agencies need integrated and detailed scenario tools
that use both education and urban planning data to
understand how school choice, new charter schools,
changing student demographics, neighborhood housing
markets, gentrification, and public budgets interact to
affect the resources and quality of public goods in each
neighborhood, as well as the time budgets of residents.

_________________________________________________

Such analyses will likely show that many neighborhoods lack
sufficient resources, and that their schools may close due to
enrollment thresholds. To address these deficiencies, public,
nonprofit, and community members should work together
on community development plans supported by community
organizing.

Ryanne Ototivo is a doctoral student in City and
Regional Planning at CU Denver. She studies the
transportation needs of children and their families
with a focus on equitable access to public schools and
early care and education programs.
Marisa Westbrook, MPH is a doctoral student in
Health and Behavioral Sciences at CU Denver. She
studies investment in neighborhoods, the impact on
the health and well-being of residents.

Rather than closing schools or letting them operate with
inadequate resources, other government and nonprofit
agencies need to support and work with schools and school
districts, building on the collective efforts in the pandemic and the current discussions about equitable approaches
to funding and operating public transit and other public
services.
Ironically, while other public services are moving to community models, recognizing the benefit of proximity, urban
school districts have been forced to move away from neighborhood schools and to cut extra services. When communities lose their school, they lose more than a school.
They also lose convenience, time, community building,
and other essential resources, such as information on
community services. Community-school partnerships can
help to prevent these losses so that time poverty and
location-based school quality do not have to be the norm.

|
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Carrie Makarewicz, PhD is an
associate professor in Urban and
Regional Planning at CU Denver.
She researches the implications for
individuals and families from the
interactions among infrastructure
investments, private development, and public policies
with a focus on public and active transportation,
affordable housing, public schools, and community
development.
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from a student perspective
By | Ceirra Noel and Angel Amankwaah

“Why can’t we build success in our own area? and Why must we work tirelessly for resources that are
given to others?”
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The Resolution Lies Within Us
For a long time now, the common belief that if one works
hard enough to overcome a few obstacles, they can achieve
the epitome of complete freedom has dominated the minds
of many while completely disregarding the ineradicable
barriers that many face in the form of environmental
injustice.
Environmental injustice isn’t simply not having schools
with diverse course offerings nearby, or a Whole FoodsTM
5-10 minutes away. It’s much deeper than that. So deep
that some fail to see the lasting effects of it. Environmental
injustice is poor, lead contaminated pipes mainly present in
Black and Latinx communities that lead to high childhood
lead poisoning rates. Environmental injustice is chemical
and air pollution caused by big corporations exacerbating
health risk for low income communities. It’s the continuous
exposure to life threatening conditions towards low income
and POC communities that result in poor life outcomes
that stand as overbearing impediments for families.

It’s ridiculous that many communities have experienced
extreme inequities and their lasting effects through
gentrification, unaffordable housing and healthcare, and
food deserts. And because these aren’t new conditions to
a lot of underrepresented communities, folks would much
rather travel to farther schools that are out of reach solely
because the resources the school offers are seen as better
than the resources available at local schools. Parents have to
make the decision between driving 20 minutes to access a
natural-based grocery store like Trader Joe’sTM to provide
for their families, or stock up on processed foods 3 minutes
away from their house, both with detrimental effects to
their own health or to the environment. The placement of
these stores isn’t by coincidence, and our communities continue to suffer from these conditions. Instead of depending
on majority white and privileged communities to retain
resources for us to succeed, we pose the questions “Why
can’t we build success in our own area?” and “Why must
we work tirelessly for resources that are given to others?”
|
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We don’t want resources that are ‘one size fits all’; we
want initiatives and programs invested in improving
different types of people and that focus on us. We don’t
want research-based programs from white affluent research
groups. We need data that directly address our communities and understand the dynamics of our individual and
whole group structures. We don’t want representation in
the form of one of hundreds/thousands of people expected to speak on behalf of our whole community. We want
accurate representation of the women, men, youth, and our
concerns in multitude to get an accurate depiction of what
our community needs. And we don’t want many different
organizations working on their own solutions. We want
collaboration, we want unity, and we want partnership in
helping build up the aspects and people that make up this
community.
Above all, we don’t want a resource-rich community that
effectively serves youth in the way they claim they will,
with poor coordination and limited success. All throughout
the GVR-Montbello community we have many small
organizations, non-profits, and initiatives that overlap work
with other established programs, thereby limiting their
impact. We hold the greatest power of all, and that’s the
power of people, power of community, power in unity,
and power in our oneness. We want to see more and better
collaboration, partnership, and coordination in order to
effectively eradicate the systems continuously neglecting
our needs.

_________________________________________________
Ceirra Noel is a Junior at MLK Early College.
She’s lived in the GVR-Montbello community
for 14 years, and is involved in her community
through organizations e.g. DMLKs Volunteer
Club founder, The Power of One youth leader,
YAASPA intern, and member of The Know
Justice Know Peace: The Take.
Angel Amankwaah is also a Junior at DMLK.
She’s lived in the GVR-Montbello community for 4 years, and is an active community
member through her participation in YAASPA,
MLK volunteer club, her internship at Children’s Hospital, and Steps to Success
Montbello.
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from a community perspective
By |

Jonathan Cappelli

“My neighborhood school is not the best but why isn’t it the best? You should be able to just go to your
neighborhood school and get a good education and how come we can’t do that?”
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The complex interplay of law, politics, and business
guiding our communities can make our values as a society
seem opaque. But every society has a character “tell” that’s easy
to spot once you know it – all you have to do is determine
how equitably it divides its public resources among the
children who live in it. A just system ensures that children
everywhere receive the same access to the same quality of
resources. An unjust system, like a bad farmer, only waters
certain crops.
Allan’s article removes any ambiguity about the above by
sharing how you youth throughout the metro Denver region
understand how society treats them. Their answers were clear:
the current distribution of resources across metro Denver
leaves a pattern of opportunity-deserts for children, one that
correlates closely with the race and wealth profiles of their
parents. This forces some children from marginalized communities to commute long hours through unreliable and unsafe
transportation networks simply to access parks, education, and
other resources enjoyed by their less-marginalized peers. In the
words of two of the students interviewed in the main article:
“It’s just sad to me that like, people … have to, like travel so
far, just to get like a decent education, especially at like the K
through 12 level, especially because that’s like the foundation
of like a successful career.”
“My neighborhood school is not the best but why isn’t it the
best? You should be able to just go to your neighborhood
school and get a good education and how come we can’t
do that?”
To fix something, you have to understand what’s broken.
When it comes to regional education & opportunity-disparities, the reason hinges on the underlying framework of housing
policies supporting society today.
Much of Denver’s current landscape was created during a
period where redlining and other discriminatory practices were
a matter of course, as the quality and quantity of investment in
each community was determined by the predominant race and
class of its residents. In fact, by 1960, 76% of the single family
homes and neighborhoods in Denver had already been built
(according to Professor Ken Schroeppel of Urban Planning at
CU-Denver). Fair housing laws passed in 1968 made discrimination less-blatant, but the cast for the pattern of resource
distribution had already been made and the damage done.

Housing instability, financial instability (tied to familial
wealth), and an opportunity-poor environment can all lead to
worse educational outcomes–which in turn, can lead to less
opportunity in adulthood.
In short, children today in Denver inherited a patchwork of
communities segregated by race and class with its best parks,
schools, transportation networks, and jobs concentrated in
higher-income majority-white neighborhoods. To add insult to
injury, CO already comes in at 42nd-place nationally for K-12
spending.
The solution to these issues must be a multi-pronged
coordinated strategy targeted along the following fronts:
		
• Increasing and improving education funding and programs
• Decreasing segregation by improving access to higher income
higher-opportunity areas through:
• Improved transportation to amenities and
opportunities from low-income neighborhoods
• Increased homeownership and housing opportunity
for low-income households in affluent neighborhoods
• Reducing involuntary displacement by:
• Providing pathways for low-income families in
gentrifying neighborhoods to be able to afford
increased housing and living costs that follow the 		
influx of wealthy households
• Maintaining affordable homeownership stock in
those communities
The entrenched nature of the factors supporting this system
can make change seem like a futile exercise. But if we as a
society had the power to make this system, we too have the
power to unmake it. Allan’s article and the students and
community members who informed it are telling us in no
uncertain terms that doing otherwise consigns both them and
the young minds of the future to a cycle of injustice they did
not make, did not ask for, and do not deserve.
_____________________________________________________
Jonathan Cappelli is a resident of Colorado
and the Executive Director of the Neighborhood
Development Collaborative - a nonprofit housing
organization serving Metro-Denver. Jonathan
received his MA in Urban and Regional Planning
from CU-Denver, and his BA in Political Science
from St. Olaf College.

Racial bias in mortgage lending also meant that black and
brown families had less access to homeownership in general,
and quality homes in particular–leading to current BIPOC
(Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) homeownership and
wealth rates being 35% and 87.5% lower respectively than
many white households.
|
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from an editorial perspective
By |

James Roy II

“Systemic oppression is largely a result of the egregiously racist collective actions of government, the urban
planning industry, and the real estate industry.”
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Gunshots rang out just outside my home, startling a group
of boys that had gathered for my 12-year-old birthday party.
Without panic or a second thought, I quickly moved further
away from the windows, ducking down to assume the position
taught to me by my parents. It was “drive-by drill” time. This
was a drill that I was accustomed to, growing up in Denver’s
historically Black (but now gentrified) Five Points Neighborhood. However, as I began the drill, I noticed something was
wrong with my friends. Fear gripped their bodies and froze
them into place. I wondered what in the world they were
doing and why they weren’t getting down.

were different from ours and attempted to clarify the complexity of why. I didn’t understand at the time, but it started a
small fire within me. The pain and confusion swirled for years
to come.
These types of experiences, as seen in Allan’s article, are
common for children in under-resourced neighborhoods,
which are predominantly occupied by Black and Brown
residents due to the overwhelming and extensive level of
oppression in our country. Systemic oppression is largely a
result of the egregiously racist collective actions of government, the urban planning industry, and the real estate industry.
However, as the article highlights, there is a significant
spillover into the education and success of children.

As I read Allan’s article for this issue of the journal, I couldn’t
help but feel the rush of memories to my brain in the form
of vivid images from my childhood. Additionally, as a parent,
I felt the weight of the critical decisions while reflecting on
my own parents’ decisions in their desire, but sometimes the
inability, to provide the best environment for raising Black
children. I have been shaped by and experienced the structural impediments that Allan spoke of and noticed first-hand
the differences of inaccessible resources due to the economic
and often racial make-up of a community. The stories quoted,
especially from the youth, resonated incisively.

This dynamic is explained very well by the concept of the
Social Determinants of Health (SDOH), which describes
conditions across five domains which impact quality of life:
economic stability; education access and quality; health care
access and quality; neighborhood and built environment; and
the social and community context. Disparities in any one
of these domains heavily impacts the others. For example,
economic instability affects access to healthy foods, leading to
the increased risk of health conditions. For children, it can also
show up in education. As an example: studies have shown that
without proper nutrition, brain development is biologically
hindered in such a way that it affects a child’s ability to learn.

The drive-by shooting that I spoke of in the first paragraph
didn’t last long. After about 30 seconds of hearing bullets and
the screeching of tires, my block was quiet again. As I slowly
got up, listening for more sounds, tears flooded the eyes of
some of my friends. They were terrified. Each of them had
heard the Five Points was ‘the hood,’ and although some had
visited before, the experience was a new one. For me, it was
an unsurprising disruption to an otherwise relatively normal
Saturday night.
My young friends had initially intended to spend the night
after pizza and a movie. The events no longer allowed them to
comfortably do so for fear of their safety. Each of them opted
to call their parents to be picked up, ending the birthday party
and the fun I had earlier. As the last child left my house, I felt
crushed. My birthday was over sooner than I wanted it to be,
over something that I didn’t understand. At the time, I thought
that drive-bys were a normal experience at every house in every neighborhood. I assumed that learning the drive-by drill at
home was as common as learning the fire drill at school–which
is why I was shocked about the inaction of my friends.
However, more importantly, I didn’t know that my safety was
not as secure as my friends’, based on where I lived. For them,
this safety was an expectation.
This story highlights the first lesson in systemic injustice that
I learned from my mother, a social justice warrior who spent
her career fighting for equity in education and, more specifically, in early childhood. She delicately explained to me that
my friends had the right to feel afraid and that the fear of the
gunshots was healthy. She explained that their neighborhoods
|
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To move forward, we will need to frame equity with empathy
and understand that the SDOH can be elevated in many ways.
Stable housing, good nutrition, accessible resources, and even
the feeling of physical safety (versus the trauma of community
violence) have profound impacts on educational success.
The stories highlighted by DJEC are excellent examples of
how we all can learn from each other and build each other up
while pushing for changes in policies that continue the legacy
of oppression in our country.
_____________________________________________________
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IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN:
Hosting a conversation, visit EducationAndCommunity.com/host
To participate in a conversation in your community, visit
EducationAndCommunity.com/events
Supporting the journal, or to subscribe to its digital content, you can visit EducationAndCommunity.com

